Alpha and beta forms of cytochrome c oxidase observed in rat heart myocytes by low temperature Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.
Carbon monoxide bound to myoglobin and cytochrome c oxidase in separated adult rat heart myocytes has been observed with Fourier transform IR spectroscopy at low temperatures. CO complexes of these two proteins can be spectrally separated through temperature manipulation of the relaxation of the photolyzed systems. Photolyzed carboxymyoglobin relaxes very rapidly above 80 K, whereas the CO photolyzed from cytochrome a3 associates with CuB and relaxes very slowly below 140 K. Cytochrome c oxidase is found to be present in two major molecular forms which we designate alpha and beta. Each form contains an a3Fe and its associated CuB which we observe by their CO complexes. The predominant FeCO band, the alpha form of cytochrome oxidase, is similar to that previously seen in beef heart mitochondria, but with a slightly larger activation enthalpy, delta H = 46 kJ/mol. At least one of the beta forms is similar, but two have not been observed in beef heart mitochondria. Upon photolysis of alpha-FeCO, the alpha-CuCO species is formed. This band splits into two at low temperature. Up to half of the FeCO band area of the intact myocytes is distributed among three or more minor species (beta forms). The beta-FeCO bands all appear to be associated with only one beta-CuCO band which does not split at low temperature. After photo-dissociation of CO, the beta forms relax considerably faster than the alpha form, achieving 50% recombination in 10% of the time required for the alpha form. In a tissue slice from an opossum heart exposed to CO, we observed alpha and beta forms of cytochrome oxidase very similar to those in the rat heart myocytes. The cause of the differences between the alpha and beta forms of the enzyme is unknown, but their possible role in the control of respiration is discussed. Carboxymyoglobin contained within intact rat heart myocytes was very similar to sperm whale carboxymyoglobin, but with a much smaller amount of the lower frequency minor component.